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SIXTY YEARS OF INTERST IN PLANT GROWTH REGULATION
In the early 1970s the challenge, or opportunity if you will, presented itself to me to take
the lead in forming an organization dealing with the regulation of plant growth. Now in my
sunset years I take pride in my seminal role in this venture and will endeavor to tell the full story.
PART I - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
In the 1880-1920 era individuals in the theoretical world began to realize that plant
processes were under the control of endogenous growth factors. In a parallel world the
application of exogenous substances was beginning to reveal practical uses for modifying plant
behavior. The history of these two worlds is rich in detail of which only a few elements will be
mentioned here. Surprisingly, there has been minimal interaction between the two.
The theoretical world raced ahead and in 1928 reached a milestone when F. W. Went in
Utrecht, Holland, building on the hints of others, developed a test which proved the existence of
growth substances in plants. This discovery of what became known as auxin led to greatly
expanded research in the field. In the practical world a similar breakthrough would come in the
1940s with the discovery of 2,4-D. This discovery was kept secret during World War II, but
soon thereafter this chemical came into use as a powerful weed killer. Being efficacious as low
as one pound per acre, it allowed the practitioners of the art of weed control to claim that they
were now bona fide players in the field of plant growth regulation. In the 1950-1970 era both of
the worlds would see advances. However, there was a difference in the two. The theoretical
approach was confined to a relatively few scientists who were mostly of the ivory tower stripe
who interacted through elegant published treatises and at gatherings of like-minded scientists.
Their efforts were well justified on the rationale that we must ever expand our knowledge on
how Mother Nature works. Still, they longed for greater access to public funding on the basis
that only their expertise could provide the breakthrough that would lead to practical applications.
Meanwhile, in this same 1950-1970 era the practical field of weed control was rapidly
evolving. It was driven by the practical need of farmers and by commercial chemical companies
who were turning out useful and profitable herbicides. Members of congress and of state
legislatures were supportive of the agricultural interests as were the administrators in agriculture
colleges. A flood of funding, support, and interest produced rapid growth in the emerging field
of weed science. In the 1950s all hands were welcomed in this endeavor and even the newcomer
could soon become an elder. It was to this movement that the writer attached his star upon
receiving his Ph.D. degree in January 1953. In 1972 I was elevated to the exalted position of
president of the Weed Science Society of America. It was from this lofty perch that I would
endeavor to lift up a new manifest destiny for the field of plant growth regulation. The effort
took bizarre turns which are to be told here. But I get ahead of my own professional interest in
plant growth regulation.
A YOUNG MAN’S INTRODUCTION TO
PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES
As an undergraduate in Agronomy at N. C. State College (now University) in the 1940s,
my core courses included a series in the field of botany, culminating in a course in plant
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physiology. These courses fascinated me because they undergirded my professional interest in
the forage crops field and because they were taught by outstanding professors. Dr. Donald B.
Anderson, co-author of the Meyer and Anderson textbook on plant physiology was the most
outstanding professor I ever encountered. He taught me one undergraduate course in plant
physiology and two at the graduate level. Through him I was given a good grounding in plant
growth substances as they were understood at the time. In the 1947-1948 era, as an
undergraduate student worker, my involvement in forage crops was adjusted slightly to assist
Warren C. Shaw in the execution of his Master’s thesis in the area of weed control. In no way
was this experience ever thought of as a harboring of my subsequent involvement in the use of
chemicals in the control of plant growth. Warren went on to become a superb national leader in
weed science and was my mentor throughout his life. His gift as a superb public speaker in the
field of his profession is yet to be surpassed, in my opinion.
Moving on to my Ph.D. program at the University of California - Davis for the two year
period beginning in January 1951, I encountered more exposure to the fields of plant physiology,
forage crops, weed control, and plant growth substances. My major professor, Dr. Maurice
Peterson, was an agronomic forage crops expert and I had gone to Davis to work under him.
Still, my academic advisor was Dr. Alden Crafts, Professor of Botany, as one had to major in a
fundamental discipline. Hence, my major was plant physiology not agronomy. Dr. Crafts was a
renaissance professor and I got to know him well. He was a creditable anatomist, and at
different times held the president’s gavel in the American Society of Plant Physiology and in the
Weed Science Society of America. His work on weed control starting in the 1930s was groundbreaking and after leaving Davis, I used some of his research techniques to advantage. He was
also co-author of a text on weed control. Dr. Crafts certified that my ability to translate German
into English was acceptable. He also became my mentor and sponsored me for professional
positions. My knowledge of plant growth substances was honed as I took two advanced courses
in plant physiology under Dr. Herb Currier. He was also the chair of my Ph.D. qualifying exam.
I began to look for a permanent professional position in the late fall of 1952. The
circumstances were such that the best fit, considering my background and the marketplace, was
in the field of weed control. I accepted an assistant professorship in this field at N. C. State
University. With this appointment in hand, I had a couple of months while still at Davis to get
up to speed on the California take on weed control, past and present. Bill Harvey, who was an
Extension weed control specialist, became my guide. I traveled with him and soaked-up
information. I learned then that his humor was unsurpassed and this was confirmed as I heard
him in later years give speeches at banquets. One of his humorous bits was how to make and
reconstitute powdered water and the uses of this dehydrated entity.
During this interim period, there were two experiences that could be recalled years later,
as the prospect of an organization on plant growth regulation surfaced. Both occurred as my
wife and I took a month to motor from Davis to Raleigh in January 1953. The first was a grand
opportunity to meet privately with Dr. Fritz Went, then a professor at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena, CA. I was anxious to learn more about the Erhart Controlled
Environment Facility he had designed and had constructed. He was generous with his time given
to a fresh Ph.D. still wet behind the ears. I was overjoyed to sit and talk with this famous person,
the pioneer who had reached the 1928 milestone for the field of plant growth regulation. I
brought up a number of issues that revealed that I had a good grounding in plant physiology. He
was kind enough to express his amazement that a person so young would have such a grasp of
fundamentals. This bolstered my pride in myself and in Professors Anderson, Crafts and Currier
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who had infused this knowledge. Suffice it to say that I became intrigued with the work that
gave Dr. Went his fame and that I then followed his career with interest. This included tracking
his service as director of the Missouri Botanical Garden in St. Louis, MO. There he brought into
existence a unique geodesic dome glass house with four distinctive climates. On a visit to the
Garden in 2006, the geodesic structure was much in evidence, but not so any recognition of the
director responsible for it.
Another January 1953 experience had to do with a private audience with Dr. Walter E.
Loomis, Professor of Botany at Iowa State University. He had one foot in the field of plant
physiology and one in the field of weed control. He was one of the giants of plant science of the
20th Century and it was a grand experience to talk with him.
WEED SCIENCE MATURES 1950-1970
In joining the field of weed control in 1950, I became a journeyman scientist as the field
evolved over the next twenty years. I was not all that concerned with the theoretical aspects of
natural plant growth substances. My concentration was on the practical use of synthetic
chemicals and on the behavior of herbicides in soil. The latter was my ticket to national and
international recognition. Still, it must be said that any weed scientist would be attentive to
chemical structure - activity, relationships, formulation, plant uptake, and other matters which
would be pertinent to the practical use of synthetic chemicals used to modify plants outside of
the realm of weed control.
In the early 1960s, my work in weed control led in an unusual way to a close association
with another of the giants of the field of theoretical work on plant growth substances. He was
Dr. J. van Overbeek. It happened thusly. My colleague and mentor Dr. Warren C. Shaw was
offered a leadership position at the Shell Development Company at Modesto, CA. He turned
down the position, but recommended me. I went out for an interview and was offered the
position, but also turned it down. The company then asked me to serve as a consultant to their
firm, which I did for the next three years. In the process I got to know Dr. van Overbeek rather
well. Here is my take on how these matters unfolded. Dr. van Overbeek was an outstanding
theoretical plant physiologist from Europe who had an interest in practical matters. He became
involved in the practical use of plant growth regulators in pineapples and in other plants. His
employment by the companies involved in the production of these crops gave him an enhanced
profile in the commercial world while his reputation among his ivory tower peers was not
diminished. Shell Development enticed him to join their enterprise. They, no doubt, reasoned
that his proven track record would lead to more commercial successes. Over time Dr. van
Overbeek was not able to deliver a significant commercial breakthrough. For the most part, this
has been the story when commercial companies have placed their bets on theoretical scientists to
deliver products. They have played other roles but not in generating products. (I consider
genetic engineering to be a more recent, and notable exception).
While Shell Development continued to support Dr. van Overbeek as a senior scientist,
there came a time when pressures were such that a Shaw or an Upchurch seemed to be the
answer. My role as a consultant was challenging and financially rewarding but I, too, was
unable to provide the breakthrough they needed. Still, I got to know Dr. van Overbeek well, as I
visited Modesto several times each year. He always briefed me in good spirits on his ideas and
on whatever was going on in the organization, including differences in personalities and project
approaches. I reported to one of the higher-ups not to Dr. van Overbeek. On occasions I visited
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in Dr. van Overbeek’s home and enjoyed his hospitality and learned about the 10-acre vineyard
he worked personally. Dr. van Overbeek continued to publish prodigiously and was respected
widely for his historic and ongoing understanding of the theoretical and practical aspects of plant
management.
Upon joining the Monsanto Company in St. Louis, MO with responsibilities in the area of
herbicide research and development, another opportunity came for me to reflect on the subject of
plant growth regulation. Soon after my arrival in the summer of 1965, Monsanto started to
develop a PGR program. Dr. Clark Porter, a peer of mine, was the leader of this effort. He and I
and another colleague or two would have lunch on a weekly basis to compare notes. Our
superior, Dr. P. C. Hamm was in charge of both efforts. Thus, I became aware of the various
theoretical and practical approaches one might consider commercially for the undertaking of a
PGR program. I also became aware of the approaches actually taken and the unfolding results.
The one product that grew out of this effort was the sugarcane ripener - POLARIS®. This was
not the result of theoretical work, but rather due to the keen observation of the savvy herbicide
expert Dr. P. C. Hamm. He reasoned that the symptoms produced in grasses upon being treated
with members of a certain herbicide class looked like they just might cause enhanced senescence
or ripening. The hunch proved to be a winner.
The final step leading up to my being primed to evaluate the prospects of a special PGR
organization had to do with the fact that I became president of the Weed Science Society of
America in February of 1972. This was following numerous years of service to this professional
arena in many ways. There was nothing in my mind in the spring of 1972 that would cause one
to think about the prospects of forming a PGR organization. Rather, as will be shown, it was the
unfolding of events that led inexorably to the formation of a plant growth regulator organization.
What can be said is that as of 1972, I had a certain feeling for the impact of endogenous and
exogenous phytoactive chemicals on plant behavior. Further, I had a considerable background
and experience in leadership positions in a variety of organizations. All of this, along with a
certain understanding of human behavior and a good dose of chutzpah, set the stage for some
significant developments in late 1972.

PART II. DELIBERATIONS UNDERTAKEN IN 1972 BY
THE WEED SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
CONCERNING THE REACH OF ITS MANTLE
The topic being explored under the heading given has a double purpose. It will record for
posterity a small component of the history of the Weed Science Society of America (WSSA). It
will also serve as one segment of the history of the origin of the Plant Growth Regulator
Working Group (PGRWG) which, in due course, morphed into the Plant Growth Regulation
Society of America (PGRSA). As president of WSSA in 1972 and thus privy to the factors
which caused WSSA to review the reach of its mantle, I was proactive in the vigorous pursuit of
this subject as the records to be cited will show. When WSSA decided not to enlarge its mandate
to cover a PGR organization of some sort, I initiated the seminal steps to originate the PGRWG.
This reconstruction is taking place in 2006, some 34 years after the deliberations described. My
memory of events is vivid and backed-up by documents cited as addenda herein. Although the
final version of this document may be adjusted to accommodate reviewers' comments, the
responsibility for the views and conclusions expressed is the writer's alone. One hopes that
others will write and document their views of this and related matters.
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ACTIONS WITHIN WSSA IN 1972
In a meeting of the WSSA Executive Committee meeting on September 7, 1972, the
prospect of WSSA being weakened by the departure of some of its membership to form their
own national societies was discussed. The other side of the coin, also discussed, was that WSSA
might be strengthened by organizing so as to encourage the formation of such autonomous
groups to remain a part of a “WSSA Family”. The Executive Committee then directed me to
prepare a formal memo on the subject for their consideration. That memo dated September 24,
1972 appears as Addendum A. While the memo clearly sets forth the issues and the pros and
cons of various options, the author’s inclination towards forming an “umbrella” society was
clear.
The September 24th memo was sent to about 60 people and as of November 6th two-thirds
had returned the response form. Among the responders, 38% were in favor of appointing an
umbrella study committee to pose additional steps in the very near future, while 40% agreed that
a study committee should pose additional steps for consideration at the upcoming WSSA
meeting in February. Only 12% were against the formation of a study committee.
In view of the above results, I appointed on November 6, 1972 an ad hoc Umbrella
Society Study Committee with Dr. J. B. Weber of N. C. State University as chairman. (See
Addendum B).
The 16 members of the committee were selected to represent state, federal, industry and
various facets of WSSA.
The willingness of Jerry Weber to serve as chairman of the Umbrella Society Study
Committee was obtained in a phone call on November 5, 1972. Provided herewith is Addendum
C, being a memo to Dr. Weber dated the next day expressing appreciation for his cooperation
and offering suggestions. Note that paragraph five of this memo suggests that the PGR
advocates are ready for action. This readiness for action was in fact more latent than not. Within
a few weeks, I was to step outside of my role as president of WSSA, acting as a PGR advocate,
and move the latency to vibrancy. While all of my actions were honorable, some would, no
doubt, have preferred me to play a tune that was more WSSA pure. I don’t recall ever being
castigated.
Chairman Weber’s memo of December 7, 1972 to his committee will serve as a
preliminary report of the Umbrella Society Study Committee ( Addendum D). My current recap
of this report reveals the following interpretation of the 18 responses:
10 - Favored or tended to favor the formation of an umbrella society although 4 of these
recorded caveats.
2 were against forming an umbrella society.
1 favored more study.
5 were against the formation of a stand-alone PGR society, although it is not clear how
this prohibition could be enforced.
1 favored the formation of a PGR society.
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My further interpretation of these 18 responses is now, as it must have been then, that
there were only 6 of 18 responses that could be considered rock solid in favor of forming an
umbrella society. With time and effort, perhaps another 6 could be persuaded to be in favor of
the umbrella concept, but at least 1/3rd of the 18 were very likely opponents of the concept. If we
take these proportions as representative of WSSA at large, one experienced in the dynamics of
organizations would most likely concluded that the path to implementing an umbrella concept
would be uphill at best and, in any case, a long time in coming. While I had great confidence in
my ability to lead a charge, one has to have a proper platform from which to perform. As a soonto-be past president of WSSA and thus a “has been,” I saw no such platform for myself - nor did
I see an adequate advocate for the umbrella concept in the wings. As of mid-December 1972, I
concluded that the umbrella concept was a dead horse and this proved to be case. In retrospect I
feel that, under the circumstances, not giving further serious consideration to the concept was the
best decision for WSSA. As of December 17, 1972, the death knell had not been sounded for the
concept, but it was not far off. For one shining moment the idea seemed viable but it died
aborning. Some of my pushing the envelope for WSSA worked, but this idea did not.
In retrospect, it seems that I could have planted a seed so as to have framed the concept
of an umbrella society in a more favorable light. The umbrella society could have been posed as
a holding entity, which would hold no meetings in its own right, but would have acted only as a
coordinating agency. A model would be the American Society of Agronomy in which the only
meetings held are by its subsidiary units CSSA and SSSA. Evolution brought this about. This
model is what I had in mind, but in the heat of interaction generated under tight deadlines, side
issues became celebrated causes. But, as is said - all of this is long past water already over the
dam.
Provided as Addendum E is a recently typed/transcribed copy of my handwritten memo
to Jerry Weber dated December 17, 1972. In between the lines one reads what I have written
above in the way of conclusions. Note my sentences about compiling a PGR list. Included as
Addendum F is a transcript of a memo dated November 19, 1972 from Board Member Ellery
Knake proposing this idea along with my response of November 26, 1972.
The Umbrella Society Study Committee had developed momentum and from late
December until late February 1973, documents continued to appear. Professor L. G. Holm
penned a very thoughtful letter dated December 28, 1972 (Addendum G) and my response was
dated January 7, 1973 (Addendum H). Professor Holm continued the dialog in his letter of
January 16, 1973 (Addendum I). In retrospect it is clear that Whitey Holm brought up important
issues and I found myself in his camp on certain points. One can visualize the prospects of a
gathering of weed scientists having wonderful discussions on such issues as Whitey posited.
However, his very thoughtful letters presented dilemmas but provided no path going forward.
Others would have had mixed feelings as well. I take it as gospel that continued debate within
WSSA would have resulted in an endless process of “on the one hand” and “on the other hand”.
In completing his initial assignment, Chairman Weber submitted a wrap-up memorandum
to his committee on February 26, 1973 (Addendum J). In a way, events had overtaken the
operation of the committee. The PGRWG had already been formed as of the WSSA meeting in
Atlanta earlier in the month. Weber suggested a further charge for the committee from Dr. E. G.
Rodgers, the recently installed president of WSSA. The response of President Rodgers to this
suggestion, if any, belongs to another chapter of WSSA history. The February 26th
memorandum provides 22 opinions given in response to Weber’s request of December 7, 1972.
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A rough classification of the responses produces about the same breakdown as found in
Addendum D. These responses drawn from a wider set of participants include some comments
which depart from the issue posed. Even so, it became even more clear that the issue itself
becomes defined in the mind of the individual Only a leadership team dedicated and committed
to finding an 80-90% membership concurrence for a new way forward would have a chance of
success. In short, the chase was not worth the candle.
It is possible that additional WSSA documents on the umbrella caper may surface and
shed more light. However, the presentation here is considered to contain the essence of the
venture. As far as succeeding steps on behalf of the PGR field, one must now turn to the history
of the PGRWG itself.

PART III. STEPS TAKEN IN EARLY 1973 TO FORM A
PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR WORKING GROUP (PGRWG)
The prospects of an organization to promote the concept of plant growth regulation and
the practical use of plant growth regulation hung in the balance in early January 1973. It was
becoming ever more clear that WSSA would not adopt an "umbrella" format under which a PGR
organization might flourish. With an educational background in growth regulation and
considerable experience in the theory and practice of using synthetic regulators to control weeds,
I had a vision of the possibilities. These included the potential of huge advances in promoting
higher crop yields, improved quality of harvested products, regulating maturation, etc. An
organization could foster publications and meetings to encourage practical and theoretical
scientists from universities, government, and industry to share ideas and experimental results.
Exogenous and endogenous substances could be treated. I saw no one on the horizon to take up
this challenge. Confident in my own vision, my background in organization leadership and my
communication skills and energy level, I decided to rise to the occasion with colleagues Jim
Aitken and Gale Buchanan as collaborators. We forged ahead.
In retrospect, it seems rather presumptive that a single individual would take it upon
himself to form a professional group, but that is exactly what I did on January 27, 1973. For a
partial rationale, one can refer to an earlier section of this narrative that details my understanding
of the subject of plant growth regulation which evolved between the mid-1940s and the early
1970s. Further, one could consider my effort in 1972 to have WSSA form an umbrella society to
embrace a PGR component. Beyond these considerations it can be said that the times seem to
call for someone to respond to a need and a challenge. I had a vision that would not go away.

1.
2.
3.

4.

My notes recorded at 6:30 a.m. on January 28, 1973 read as follows:
“Drafted memo relating to group - 27 JAN 73.
Called E. G. Rodgers, President-elect of WSSA and obtained his approval of the memo.
Called J. B. Aitken and obtained his agreement to serve as a member of the organizing group
and as business manager of the group. (I told him treasurer). Jim is moving to Columbia, SC
in mid-March to head up Pecan Research in SC but will still be interested in PGR compounds
and herbicides.
Called G. A. Buchanan and obtained his agreement to serve as a member of the organizing
committee. Buchanan proposes (R. H.?) Brown at University of GA-Athens as member.”
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The memo referred to above is attached as Addenda K and L, bearing a date of January
28, 1973. The note in the upper left hand corner reveals that this sheet was distributed at the
WSSA meeting in Atlanta, GA encouraging interested parties to attend a meeting on February 7,
1973.
The date of the formation of the PGRWG is properly cited as January 27, 1973, based on
the activities reported above. The first letter addressed to a member of the new organization was
written on the date of January 28, 1973 on WSSA letterhead (Addendum M). Copies were sent
to various WSSA officials. Note that this letter bears the notation RPU:s indicating the writer
and the typist. The “s” stands for Sallaine S. Upchurch, my dear wife, who graciously took care
of all of my professional correspondence. The PGR Group and many other professional
organizations are deeply indebted to her, as am I.
During the evening of February 7, 1973 at the WSSA meeting, the following activities
unfolded:
1. A discussion session was held for one hour beginning at 8:00 p.m. (Addendum N). (sufficient
interest was expressed that a business meeting was called to be convened immediately
allowing a few minutes to collect dues).
2. Business meeting of the PGRWG was convened at 9:30 p.m. (Addendum O) using for
discussion a proposed program of activities previously prepared (Addendum P).
3. Following the business meeting, a meeting of the PGRWG Steering Committee was
convened at 11:00 p.m. (Addendum Q).
With the above steps having been taken, the Originating and Steering Committee
members retired feeling that events had gone well for the PGRWG. Now the routine work of
follow-though could begin. Before documenting these activities, it will be well to identify some
of the logic that went into the specific way in which the PGRWG was organized.
MAJOR ISSUES CONSIDERED IN THE FORMATION
OF THE PGRWG
These items are presented retrospectively, but with the sincere conviction that they were
uppermost in my mind in early 1973.
1. Re: the PGRWG name. The idea was to come in under the radar screen of other
organizations. This concept of a “working group” seems innocuous and not worthy of the ire
of others. I knew that with success the entity would morph into a society and this is exactly
what happened.
2. Use of the term “Regulator”. Again this was selected so as to avoid irritating scientists who
had long studied plant growth regulation. It was clear that over time, this term would morph
from regulator to regulation as it did. The PGRWG, from the beginning, wished to have
input from the sophisticates of the plant growth substance world, but was not prepared to
proselytize in that arena. The game plan has worked well.
3. The plan of meeting jointly with other organizations proved useful. It demonstrated a
willingness to collaborate and helped the PGRWG to become better known.
4. The role of an executive officer. This position did not exist in the first year of operation for
the PGRWG, but my concept was that it would come into being starting with the second
year. My reasoning was that if the PGRWG was to succeed, some one person had to spend
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several years breathing life into the entity. This I was prepared to do. I presumed that I
would become chairman for the first year and this happened. As chairman, I had ample
opportunity to do many things to sustain the fledgling organization. The position of
executive officer was designed to allow some one individual to be the work horse for the
organization. I volunteered for the position and held it for several years. It had no term
limit, but the occupant served at the pleasure of the Steering Committee. After several years,
Anson Cooke followed me as executive officer and became another work horse for the
organization. The concept worked well and was critical for the maturing of the organization,
especially in the early years.
5. Chairman vs. president. In the beginning, it was thought that the top PGRWG officer should
be called chairman. This was, again, to keep a lower and non-threatening profile. As
expected, this title morphed into that of president.
It is fair to ask what the reactions of WSSA members were to the formation of the PGR
entity. The survey by the WSSA Umbrella Committee revealed only a few members that were
hostile to the idea of plant growth regulation having its day in the sun. As evidence that there
was no WSSA institutional angst over the creation of the PGR entity, I cite the fact that in 1974
the two organizations met jointly in Las Vegas, NV. This joint undertaking swelled the
attendance beyond what either would have had in separate meetings. Over the succeeding
decades, the two organizations settled into a mutually supportive relationship.
The role I played in the development and operation of the PGRWG can be evaluated by
others. However, I can testify to the crucial participation of others, not all of whom will be
mentioned here. Certainly, the willingness of J. B. Aitken and Gale Buchanan to go out on a
limb with me as the organizing trio was vital. Ed Sullivan soon took over as business manager
and was superb in this role for many years. He was a sterling performer who never sought credit
or the limelight. R. M. Devlin showed up right away and has served the organization in
numerous roles over many years. P. E. Read was effective as editor for many years. The listing
of names could go on and on. That the organization lives on now beyond its 40th anniversary is
testimony to the hard work of many.

PART IV. THE PGR ORGANIZATION - 33 YEARS OF OPERATION
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG IN ITS
FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION
As the chief instigator and organizer of the PGRWG, it was incumbent upon me, as the
first chairman, to assume the major responsibility for building momentum during its first year of
existence. Over the next three or four years, a growing cadre of major players would come to the
fore. It took time to cultivate them and some, no doubt, waited to see if the fledgling
organization would flounder or prosper. In the early months of operation, the business manager
Dr. J. B. Aitken and the PGR Bulletin editor Dr. Bob Neidermeyer became early key participants
in building momentum.
It was important to let the agricultural, and especially the plant world, know about the
PGRWG and to build membership. To this end, in my capacity as the chairman, I prepared and
distributed widely a press release dated March 5, 1973 (Addendum R). This release appeared in
numerous publications and was mailed to individuals found on a variety of mailing lists. The
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result may be gauged by the ever increasing number of PGRWG members as recorded in the four
1973 issues of the PGR Bulletin.
Issue 1 - 66 members.
Issue 2 -195 members (from 39 states & 2 countries).
Issue 3 - 257 members.
Issue 4 - 319 members.
Within another year or so, the membership number would reach and stabilize at about 600.
In the first year of operation, it was my burden as chairman to create items to fill the
successive issues of the PGR Bulletin. I continued to do this for another 3 and ½ years serving
as executive officer, but to a lesser degree as each year went by. In some cases the originator of
certain articles was made obscure so as to avoid the idea that the operation was a “one man
show”. The article entitled “Growth Regulator Dissertations” in Vol. 1, Issue 1 of the PGR
Bulletin is a case in point.
Under cover of a memo of April 18, 1973 (Addendum S), a draft of a "Manual of
Operating Procedures" was sent to the Steering Committee. One notes that this letter for the first
time sets forth the concept of an executive officer. The sitting chairman offered himself for this
position. After the Steering Committee was satisfied, the segments of the Procedures pertaining
to Articles of Incorporation and to Bylaws were submitted to and approved by the PGRWG
membership. These segments were published in issues No. 2 of Vol. 1 of the PGR Bulletin.
Following the approval of the membership referred to above, the stage was set to
incorporate. As chairman, I secured the services of my long-time friend, attorney Roger R.
Fagerberg, to assist in this process. On September 28, 1973, he certified that Aitken, Buchanan,
Devlin, Neidermeyer and Upchurch were legitimate persons entitled to be the incorporators of
the Plant Growth Regulator Working Group under the laws of Missouri. Incorporation was
certified on October 5, 1973 by the Secretary of State for Missouri. Issue No. 4 of Volume 1 of
the PGR Bulletin carried the news of this event and the document itself appears as Addendum T
hereto.
A next crucial step was to obtain an Internal Revenue Service Tax Classification as a tax
charitable (tax exempt) organization. As chairman, I initiated the process on December 10,
1973, but it was not until March 6, 1974 that IRS issued a ruling classifying the PGRWG as a
501( c )(3) organization (Addendum U). The membership was apprised of this action in Vol. 2,
Issue 1 of the PGR Bulletin.
The previous paragraphs indicate that the essential steps for the inaugural year of the
PGRWG approved at the organizational meeting on February 7, 1972 were, in fact,
accomplished. There was much additional activity, some of which is described in the four issues
of the PGRWG Bulletin authored for and produced in 1973. The reader is referred to these
issues for additional information. Here are a few samples of subjects treated:
1. Illustrative letters of encouragement for the formation of the PGRWG were reported.
2. The relative roles of the PGRWG and the International Plant Growth Substances
Association (IPGSA) were clarified.
3. Interaction with the American Standards Institute was started.
4. Liaison with related organizations was promoted.
5. A full array of committees was reported.
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6. Plans were laid for a handbook to list and describe properties of plant growth
regulation.
7. Nominations for upcoming positions were obtained.
8. A major questionnaire was mailed to an extensive list for a number of purposes
including solicitation of names to be included in a PGR Directory.
9. Plans were laid for the meeting of the PGR membership in February 1974.
This last item deserves special comment. Many details about the meeting, including a
program, appear in PGR Bulletin, V. 1, No. 4. A total of 45 presentations were made in five
one-half day sessions on February 12, 13, and 14, 1973. The meeting was held jointly with
WSSA in Las Vegas, NV in a spirit of high harmony. The meeting featured major presentations
from two high profile national figures - Dr. Frank B. Salisbury and Dr. S. H. Wittwer. As
chairman, I also addressed the PGRWG General Session on progress and plans and endeavored
to jump-start the 1974 meeting by publishing a “think piece” in the last issue of the PGR Bulletin
entitled “Some Observations Upon The Formation of a New Professional Group”. The article
touches upon the logic for the PGRWG, its successful initial year, and the basis for continued
success.
In baseball parlance, it seems clear that the formation and first year of operation of the
PGRWG was the equivalent of hitting a double with no outs in the top of the seventh inning of a
tie game. Now in year two, the challenge was to advance the runner to third. The executive
officer, newly minted at the beginning of year two, had the desire to help the team bring the
runner home and put the team at least one up at the end of the 8th. It was further his ambition to
serve as “coach” through the top of the ninth with the team still a run ahead, although this might
involve a multiyear assignment. The bottom of the 9th and future games would be left to a new
coach, Anson Cooke, who turned out to be a sterling performer. But that is getting us ahead of
the story.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG IN ITS
SECOND YEAR OF OPERATION (1974)
The successful 1974 PGRWG meeting in Las Vegas, NV left the leadership and the
members of the organization EBULLIENT. There were three components to this feeling. One
was based on the fact that a wide variety of potentially useful synthetic plant growth regulators
existed and were growing in number and were being brought into focus by the PGRWG. A
second component was that the Las Vegas meeting had demonstrated the feasibility of bringing
together at one place a critical mass of those interested in plant growth regulation. The third
component was that good evidence had been demonstrated to show that an increasing cadre of
willing professionals could be marshaled to help sustain the PGRWG organization. Perhaps
there was also a sigh of relief that only one letter of concern surfaced and no individual or group
of individuals or organization had come forward to oppose the existence of the PGRWG.
After one year of operation, Business Manager J. B. Aitken could report income of $5626
and expenses of $3356, leaving a balance of $2270. J. K. Kunkel, chairman of the Sustaining
Membership Committee, had enrolled eight sustaining members at $100 each. Dr. E. F. Sullivan
was appointed to take over as business manager after J. B. Aitken resigned. J. B. was an expert
on the use of PGRs in pecans and was assuming increased responsibility in his regular position in
South Carolina. He had been one of the three original organizers of the PGRWG.
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It was a relief that subscriptions and donations in the first year of operation were
adequate to meet the needs of the fledgling organization. This favorable situation was to
continue for the first two decades of the life of the organization with only a few bumps in the
road. In 1992, some financial red flags appeared, but issues were resolved. In 1998, after 25
years of operation, net assets were $125,830. Funds collected were used to support printing and
mailing of publications, as well as annual meeting expenses, including costs for speakers and
other routine charges. Only after a couple of decades was there a need to pay for help to run the
organization. Volunteers had played big roles in leadership, behind the scenes work, and in
generally keeping costs under control.
At the business meeting on February 13, 1974, George O’Brien, chairman of the
Nominating Committee, reported that Dr. Charles A. Stutte was elected as vice chairman and
thus would be program chairman for the 1975 meeting. Gale A. Buchanan was elected secretary.
The three members-at-large elected were Roy M. Sachs (3 year term), Richard Gruenhagen (2
year term) and E. E. Tschabold (1 year term). Overtures to two organizations for joint meetings
had been favorably received. Plans were to hold joint meetings with the Pesticide Division of
the American Chemical Society in 1975 and with the American Society of Horticultural Science
in 1976. B. A. Schneider, chairman of the Nomenclature Committee, reported that PGRWG had
been granted membership in the American National Standards Institute. Other committees were
headed as follows: Education - C. L. Foy, Public Relations - George Barrier, Operating
Procedures - E. S. Oplinger, Membership - C. R. Unrath and PGR Handbook - Ricks H.
Pleunneke. As the business meeting concluded, the office of chairman was transferred to R. M.
Devlin. The Steering Committee met for a second time in Las Vegas on February 14, 1974, at
which time Robert P. Upchurch was appointed to the position of executive officer, to serve at the
pleasure of the Steering Committee.
The PGRWG marked up another achievement when it published on June 1, 1974, the first
edition of the Personnel Directory Plant Growth Regulation. The document, containing about
360 names, was sent without charge to all members of the group.
The second issue of the PGR Bulletin produced in 1974, carries a full list of the
membership of 15 committees appointed by Chairman Robert M. Devlin. There were 92 slots to
be filled on the committee roster. Thus, a large number of individuals became involved in the
process of helping the PGRWG to achieve its objectives. From this cadre would emerge the
future leaders of the organization.
From Issue No. 3 of the PGR Bulletin published in 1974, we learn that the PGRWG had
grown to 430 paid members. This issue also contains a major article by Bernard A. Schneider,
chairman of the PGRWG Committee on Nomenclature. Dr. Schneider did yeoman work on
behalf of this committee. Meanwhile, Dr. C. A. Stutte as chairman of the 1975 Program
Committee was working hard to develop an agenda for the next meeting.
A perusal of the four 1974 issues of the PGR Bulletin reveal a significant increase in the
number of articles dealing with one aspect or another of the technical components of plant
growth regulation. Some articles provided insight on the performance of specific growth
regulators in particular crops. Other articles provided useful information on a wide variety of
particular chemicals or classes of chemistry active as plant regulators. This outpouring of useful
information augured well for the capacity of the PGRWG to attract and service members from
many areas of plant study and from the commercial sector, as was my vision.
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At the end of 1974, Business Manager Dr. E. F. Sullivan decreed the PGRWG to be
financially healthy. Income was $11,721 for the year vs. expenses of $7,641 leaving a balance of
$4,080. This added to the 1973 surplus of $2,307 produced a reserve of $6,387 going forward.
As in the role of chairman in 1973, I continued as executive officer in 1974 to follow
each facet of PGRWG operations intensively. It was my hope that various officers and
committees would take their responsibilities seriously. However, I wished to err on the side of
assured performance and may have taken some operations in hand unnecessarily. I undertook a
major role in recruiting members and in 1974 mailed some 9,000 invitations. I created the
committee structure on behalf of the president. Providing a substantial part of the text for the
PGR Bulletin was something I did in 1973 and 1974. In 1974, I handled membership renewal
notices and generated the names for the Directory and managed its production and mailing. All
of this and more, I did outside of my work as a manager of research for Monsanto. My children
were happily pressed into service and paid a minimum wage by the PGRWG for their services.
In each of the early years of the PGRWG, there was increased participation by the membership.
Still, one recognized that any organization without a paid staff is always one year from a disaster
if key volunteers fail to perform crucial functions. Continuity is especially an issue. A young
organization is especially vulnerable. Addenda V and W, dated March 16, 1974 and November
26, 1974, respectively, illustrate some of the involvement of the executive officer in PGRWG
affairs in 1974.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG IN ITS
THIRD YEAR OF OPERATION (1975)
Here are some highlights drawn from the 1975 issues of the PGR Bulletin:
The 1975 meeting was held August 27-29 in Chicago in conjunction with the Pesticide
Division of the American Chemical Society. There were 136 registered participants and over
60 technical presentations. Key speakers were Professor R. L. Wain of Wye College,
University of London, England; Dr. E. G. Jaworski, Monsanto Company and Walter Grimes,
vice-president for Chemagro Research. Dr. C. A. Stutte was Program Chairman.
By September 1, 1975 the PGRWG membership exceeded 600, not counting 76 subscribers
and 23 Sustaining Members.
During 1975, Dr. Paul E. Read replaced Dr. Robert W. Neidermeyer as editor of the PGR
Bulletin.
Roy M. Sachs was elected vice-chairman and Dave Manning was elected to a 3-year term as
member-at-large on the Steering Committee. C. A. Stutte moved up from vice-chairman to
chairman replacing R. M. Devlin.
In mid-1975, R. P. Upchurch, formerly with Monsanto, became head of the Department of
Plant Sciences at the University of Arizona in Tucson, AZ.
During 1975, I decided to step back in favor of the other officers and committees. This
was dictated in part by my having assumed greatly expanded responsibilities upon becoming
head of a large department at the University of Arizona. Although the role of the executive
officer could still be important, it was time for responsibilities to be spread more uniformly.
One responsibility retained by the executive officer in 1975 was updating the Descriptive
Statement which was useful in recruiting members. Each new version was given a distinctive
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number. Addendum X presents version C-6 which was applicable to the operational year 19751976.
Another aspect for which the executive officer retained responsibility was the budget.
This is illustrated by Addendum Y dated February 18, 1975, in which the executive officer
analyses the financial situation and presents a proposed 1975 budget for consideration by the
Steering Committee. Kudos are due to Jim Aitken and Ed Sullivan as the first and second
business managers for the PGRWG. They carried a heavy burden from the beginning and
produced results on a timely basis. As executive officer, I followed the finances closely and
maintained a chart, updated monthly, showing accumulative income and expenses and net
balances.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG IN ITS
FOURTH YEAR OF OPERATION (1976)
The 1976 meeting of the PGRWG membership took place August 11-13, 1976 in Baton
Rouge, LA in conjunction with the American Society of Horticultural Science. The keynote
address was given by Dr. W. S. Hillman, a prominent plant physiologist. Later in the year, an
abstract of his presentation appeared in the PGR Bulletin. Other major articles in the 1976
Bulletin were as follows:
Plant Growth Regulators: The Future Starts Now - by T. W. Holmsen.
Growth Regulators Research Shows Promise - by E. E. Tschabold.
Growth Regulant Screening Trials by D. M. Oosterhuis.
The Future of Plant Growth Regulators Relative to Sugarbeets by R. P. Upchurch.
The last mentioned article led to an invitation to the author to prepare a broader article on
plant growth regulators for publication in Agrichemical Age (Addendum Z).
Dr. Roy Sachs was scheduled to be elevated from vice-chairman of the PGRWG to
chairman in mid-1975. However, he was unable to complete his term as vice-chairman. The
Steering Committee appointed Dr. R. E. Holm to fill Sachs’ unexpired term and as a result Holm
was automatically elevated to chairman in mid-1976. The membership solicited Dr. Page W.
Morgan as vice-chairman, Dr. E. S. Oplinger as secretary, and Dr. R. J. Weaver as member-atlarge, all effective in mid-1976.
The fact that a number of new PGR programs had been started in state, federal, and
commercial programs continued to be reported in the PGR Bulletin in 1976. It seemed that the
PGRWG had appeared on the scene at the right time.
During 1976 a communication from the IRS provided final certification of the PGRWG
as a 501(c)3 organization (Addendum AA).
The PGRWG gained funds in 1976 and at the end of the year had net assets of $14,579.
The 1976 joint meeting with the Horticultural Society presented some challenges for the
PGRWG and some lessons were learned. All of the up-front exchanges with the Horticultural
Society were positive and helpful. However, the PGRWG part of the program seemed to get lost
in the massive Horticultural Society array of options. They had many papers in their various
sections dealing with PGRs so that it was difficult for the PGRWG to gain a spotlight. If the
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PGRWG had been further along in its development perhaps the outcome could have been
different. On the business side, the PGRWG was treated fairly, although Sullivan had to stand
his ground when one excessive bill came our way. Fortunately, the ASHS acted honorably. The
lesson learned, as later expressed by PGRWG officers, was that emphasis should be given to
having joint meetings with smaller groups. Interestingly, the 1974 joint meeting with WSSA did
not seem to present the problems experienced in 1976.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG IN ITS
FIFTH YEAR OF OPERATION (1977)
The Steering Committee met in February 1977 to renew progress and plans. It was noted
that many mailings had been made to promote membership in 1973 and 1974, but that this
activity had been slighted in 1975 and 1976. The executive officer was urged to make more
mailings and two were undertaken. This action implied that there had been a leveling off of
membership. In retrospect it is clear that the PGRWG took “a breather” in the 1975-1976 period.
One could speculate on a number of reasons. I continued to serve as executive officer in this
period. However, it is certainly the case that my heavy duties at the University of Arizona
beginning in the mid-summer of 1975 was an impediment to my ability to support the PGRWG.
Apparently the organization was not yet ready to take-off on its own. For reasons not obvious,
the schedule of printing the PGR Bulletin fell far behind and the issues were “skinny”. The low
profile 1976 meeting in Baton Rouge was perhaps a symptom of a weakened thrust and at the
same time a contributing factor. Fortunately, as of the February 1977 meeting of the Steering
Committee, a new wind was beginning to blow. As executive officer, I had learned how to bear
the burdens of my day job and could now be more supportive of the PGRWG. More important
was the fact that an added cadre of leadership had gradually emerged to join a few old-hands.
The year 1977 would prove to be a banner year for the PGRWG and you might say it was
the year it came of age. The PGRWG was scheduled to meet in Hot Springs, AR, August 9-11,
1977. This would be its first stand-alone meeting. Program Chairman Page Morgan pulled out
all of the stops and crafted a splendid meeting. C. A. Stutte did an outstanding job on local
arrangements. Leading up to the meeting, Anson Cooke as chairman of the Nominating
Committee managed the mail ballot process. Amazingly, about 75% of the approximately 600
membership voted. E. S. Oplinger was elected as vice-chairman and C. A. Stutte was elected
member-at-large of the Steering Committee.
The 1977 program included an impressive symposium entitled, “Plant Growth Regulant
Potential in World Food Production”. There were five workshops on selected topics. Dr. Sylvan
Wittwer reprised his presentation at the 1974 PGRWG meeting in Las Vegas. Some 235
members and guests attended the Hot Springs meeting. Subsequently, the papers were published
in the Proceedings. Previously only Abstracts had been published.
At the Hot Springs meeting, after nearly five years of intensive support of the PGR
movement, I elected to step down as executive officer of the PGRWG. It had been my intention
all along to serve approximately this length of time. This motif has been a hallmark of my
professional career. I have always elected to give a project my very best effort for a limited
number of years and then to go on to other challenges. There is nothing wrong with an
individual sticking with a given organization for many years - even after retirement. We need
such dedicated contributors. However, this is just not my style. My motto is “Give it all you
have got and then move on”.
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Anson Cooke took over as executive officer and did a splendid job, serving for several
years also. In one sense he could be more effective as the organization now had a number of
willing, productive major players and the executive officer could play unique and selective roles
as appropriate to keep the PGRWG hitting on all cylinders.
I took several steps to transfer responsibilities to Anson. Included among these were the
transfers of many basic PGRWG records to Anson to hold as a PGRWG archive. It remains for
me to learn how these records have been managed over the years. In my files only a skeleton
array of records were retained.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRWG FOR THE
YEARS 1978 - 1988 (MEETINGS 5 - 15)
This narrative now reaches a turning point since my time of intensive active service to the
PGRWG had passed. The last half of 1977 was a transition period, as I was active in transferring
documents and paperwork to the new executive officer and to others in the PGRWG. I did put in
a brief appearance at the 1978 meeting to show support. I was called on from time-to-time in the
late 1970s and beyond to clarify some matter, but as the year 1978 started, I was very much on
the fringe of operations. My PGRWG colleagues gave every evidence of making my
participation welcome, but other duties and opportunities demanded all of my time.
This juncture is a good point to express deep appreciation to my PGR colleagues who
granted me the responsibility of creating and nurturing the PGRWG for a five year period. It is a
challenge I sought and I am comfortable with the vision pursued, with the energy expended and
the results produced. These results include decades of annual meetings in which colleagues
shared ideas, the publication of numerous articles each year and a sustained focus on expanding
knowledge on plant growth regulation by plants and humans. Still, in retrospect, I can see that,
somehow, we could have done even better. I have one regret. It is that my moving on to other
challenges in 1977 deprived me of continued close collaboration with PGR comrades-in-arms.
Among them were splendid personalities and people I came to respect deeply. It was a joy to be
in their company.
And now in a more telegraphic style, some highlights for 1978-1988 will be presented:
1978
The Fifth Annual Meeting was held June 25-29, 1978 at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA in conjunction with six other plant
societies, including the American Society of Plant Physiology. E. S. Oplinger was
program chairman and Luis Aung was in charge of local arrangements.
At mid-year E. S. Oplinger assumed the chairmanship replacing P. W. Morgan. E.
M. Beyer, Jr. became vice-chairman and Luis H. Aung became secretary. C. A
Stutte, D. T. Manning and L. G. Nickell filled member-at-large slots. Read, Sullivan
and Cooke continued as editor, business manager and executive officer, respectively.
For the 1978 meeting, a 293 page Proceedings was produced. It was edited by Dr. M.
Abdel-Rahman.
As a winding-down operation, I participated in the PGRWG Steering Committee
meetings held in Dallas in February 1978 and in Blacksburg in June 1978. I also
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served as chairman of the Nominating Committee leading up to the election in May of
1978.
1979
The Sixth Annual Meeting was held August 20-24, 1979 in Las Vegas, NV. E. M.
Beyer was program chairman. There were over 200 participants treated to symposia,
contributed papers and poster sessions. Chairman Page W. Morgan addressed the
conferees. His outstanding paper entitled “Agricultural Uses of Plant Growth
Substances. An Analysis of Present Status and Future Potential” was published in
issue No. 3 of the 1979 PGR Bulletin.
At the meeting the Steering Committee authorized the addition of a Technical Reports
Section for the PGR Bulletin. In subsequent years this provided more heft to the
Bulletin.
For the 1979 meeting, a 268 page Proceedings was produced. It was edited by Dr. M.
Abdel-Rahman.
At mid-year, E. M. Beyer, Jr. took over the chairmanship from E. S. Oplinger. L. G.
Nickell was elected as vice-chairman. M. Abdel-Rahman and Dale Hauser were
elected to the Steering Committee as members-at-large. R. E. Holm was chairman of
the Nominating Committee.
1980
The Seventh Annual Meeting was held July 13-17, 1980 in Dallas, TX. L. G. Nickell
was program chairman and P. W. Morgan was in charge of local arrangements.
At the 1979 meeting two new student awards were presented. A total of 15 student
papers were in competition.
At mid-year, L. G. Nickell took over as chairman replacing Elmo Beyer, Jr. L. H.
Aung was elected vice-chairman, Bill Wilson was elected as secretary, and Page
Morgan was elected as member-at-large. R. M. Devlin was chairman of the
Nominating Committee.
For the 1980 meeting, a 215 page Proceedings was produced. Dr. M. Abdel-Rahman
was editor of the Proceedings.
1981
The 8th Annual Meeting was held August 3-7, 1981 in St. Petersburg, FL. L. H. Aung
was chairman of the Program Committee. W. C. Wilson was in charge of local
arrangements. There were two symposia and over 50 contributed papers.
As of 1981 the PGRWG had 32 sustaining members.
At the 1981 meeting the members acting upon the recommendation of the Steering
Committee voted to change the name of the PGRWG to the Plant Growth Regulator
Society of America (PGRSA). This action was following a mail ballot in which the
membership voted overwhelmingly for a name change without reference to a
particular change. Thus from V. 9, No. 3 onward, one notes that the Plant Growth
Regulator Bulletin is shown to be an official publication of PGRSA.
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1982
The 9th Annual Meeting was held July 5-9, 1982 at Monterey, CA. A large number of
papers were presented and the meeting was well attended. Especially notable was
that the symposium on regulation of plant senescence included an array of nationally
known scientists. Now that the organization was a “society” it appeared to be
attracting a wider array of talent.
At mid-year, J. T. Cothren replaced Luis Aung as chairman and D. J. Hansen was
selected as vice-chairman. Ken Bridge was elected as secretary, while P. W. Morgan,
G. L. Steffens and J. A. Zeevaart were slated to serve as members-at-large. Read,
Wilson and Cooke continued in their positions as usual.
1983
The 10th Annual Meeting was held June 19-23, 1983 in East Lansing, MI. It drew
over 160 participants who enjoyed 71 contributed papers in addition to two symposia,
four workshops, and a keynote address. The keynote was by Dennis Sharpe of the
American Soybean Association.
J. Tom Cothren as chairman and Dale Hansen as program chairman made a special
effort to celebrate the 10th meeting by inviting all prior chairmen back to participate.
All were able to attend except Elmo Beyer, Jr. Fittingly or not, all had now been
unofficially elevated to the position of “president”. I was able to attend the banquet
meeting and was invited to make some remarks. They were well received.
Among available documents one notes a somewhat slick brochure promoting the
PGRSA. This is a worthy successor to the old descriptive statement which had
served well over the years.
At mid-year, D. J. Hansen took over from J. T. Cothren as chairman and Louis Russo
was selected as vice-chairman. Ken Bridge continued as secretary, W. C. Wilson as
business manager, A. R. Cooke as executive officer, P. E. Read as editor. R. T.
Giaquinta was added as a member-at-large.
1984
The 11th Annual Meeting was held July 29 - August 1, 1984 in Boston, MA. Lou
Russo was program chairman. Approximately 217 individuals attended. Bob Devlin
was responsible for local arrangements. The meeting was declared a great success.
At mid-year, Lou Russo took over from Dale Hansen as chairman. Robert T.
Giaquinta was elected as vice-chairman. George Steffens was elected as secretary.
Horace Cutler was elected to the Steering Committee as member-at-large. Bill
Wilson was appointed to the position of business manager replacing Ed Sullivan who
had served in this role long and productively. Ed retired from Great Western Sugar
Company on January 1, 1984. Read and Cooke continued in their positions.

1985
The 12th Annual Meeting was held July 28 to August 1, 1985 in Boulder, CO. Bob
Giaquinta was program chairman. Tom Orton was in charge of local arrangements.
The keynote address was given by Robert J. Kaufman of Monsanto. His topic was
“Prospects for Molecular Biology in Agriculture”. He outlined ways in which this
field of endeavor has implications for the PGR field. A scan of the remainder of the
program reveals an excellent array of topics.
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At mid-year, Bob Giaquinta took over the chairmanship from Lou Russo. George L.
Steffens was elected vice-chairman. John H. Thorne was added to the Steering
Committee as member-at-large. Cooke, Read and Wilson continued in their
positions. Horace Cutler and Tom Davenport also served as members-at-large.
1986
The 13th Annual Meeting was held August 3-6, 1986 at St. Petersburg Beach, FL
returning to the site of the 1981 meeting. W. C. Wilson again handled local
arrangements and G. L. Steffens was program chairman. The program was
comparable to those of previous years.
In mid-year, G. L. Steffens took over from Bob Giaquinta as chairman. H. G. Culter
was elected vice-chairman. P. R. Bhalla was elected secretary. J. H. Thorne, T. L.
Davenport and David Johnson serve as members-at-large on the Steering Committee.
1987
The 14th Annual Meeting was held August 2-6, 1987 in Hawaii in conjunction with
the Japanese Society for the Chemical Regulation of Plants (JSCRP). H. G. Cutler
was program chairman. Dr. Robert Osgood handled local arrangements. The
meeting was decreed to be one of the best in PGRSA history, with nearly 300 people
attending.
At mid-year, Horace Cutler took over from G. L. Steffens as chairman. Prithvi Bhalla
was elected vice-chairman. David Parish was elected as a member-at-large.
It appears that in the 1988 balloting, the PGRSA membership, acting on the
recommendation of the Steering Committee, voted to create the positions of 1st and
2nd vice president. The purpose for this change in the By-Laws was to create more
efficiency in program planning. The two vice presidents would serve on the Program
Planning Committee each year with the 1st VP being chair. The following year the 1st
VP would automatically move to chairman and the 2nd VP would move to 1st VP.
1988
The 15th Annual Meeting was held July 31-August 4, 1988 in San Antonio, TX.
Prithvi Bhalla served as program chairman, while J. T. Cothren and Tom Davenport
served to manage local arrangements.
This meeting saw the beginning of an annual past presidents' breakfast.
At mid-year, P. Bhalla assumed the chairmanship from Horace Cutler. From this
point on, it appears that the top leadership position was referred to as president of the
Society and as chairman of the Steering Committee. The next two positions were
referred to as 1st and 2nd vice presidents of the Society and 1st and 2nd vice-chairmen
of the Steering Committee. T. L. Davenport had been elected as 1st vice-chairman
and R. V. Osgood had been selected as 2nd vice-chairman. David J. Parish was
elected as secretary. A. J. Crovetti was elected to a three year term as member-atlarge. T. Gianfagna and P. E. Read continued to serve as members-at-large. During
1988, D. L. Sirois was appointed to replace Bill Wilson as business manager. This
position now carried the title of treasurer of the Society and business manager of the
Steering Committee. Anson Cooke continued to serve as executive officer.
The 2nd issue of the 1988 PGR Bulletin carried a nice article thanking Bill and his
wife Beverly Wilson for their years of service handling the business affairs of the
PGRSA. It carried a nice photo of them.
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The year 1988 was one of substantial change in the PGRSA. The new titles of
president, vice-president and treasurer are symbolic of these changes and of the
continued maturation of the Society.
Among the 1988 changes was the transition of the position of editor. After serving
since 1975 in this position, Paul Read handed the reins over to Dr. Jaleh Daie. Nice
articles and pictures of both appeared in PGR Bulletin, V. 16, No. 3. This was the
last issue of the PGR Bulletin that Editor Read would produce. In fact it was the last
issue of the PGR Bulletin itself as such.
As Dr. Daie assumed the position of editor for the PGRSA there was a concurrent
change in the title and substance of the quarterly publication of the Society. The new
title was PGRSA Quarterly. The format appeared as V. 16, No. 4 October-December
1988. However, there was more than a change in format. The clear intent was that
the long-standing quarterly flagship publication of the Society should be looked upon
as a scientific journal. Concurrent with this change there was an obvious effort to
solicit more journal type articles for publication. While the very first issue of the
PGR Bulletin issued in 1973 was open to the inclusion of scientific articles, there was
only a modest offering of such articles in the early years. This situation improved
considerably when the announcement was made that the PGR Bulletin would have a
Technical Reports Section. This enhanced venue attracted, on the average, about two
journal type articles per issue. Clearly more articles were available to be attracted.
However, one must recognize that any author would wish to have his or her scientific
articles published in a proper “Journal”. The leap forward in the PGRSA to offer
such a journal with the title PGRSA Quarterly was a bold, appropriate, and much
needed step.
The inaugural issue of the PGRSA Quarterly carried some interesting items of historic
interest as follows:
The logo of the Society appeared prominently on the cover of the Quarterly.
Dr. Daie authored an outstanding article entitled “Trends and Priorities in Plant Hormone
Research”. This article extended to the use of synthetic regulators. The article set the
tone for the new Quarterly.
Dr. Tom Davenport, 1st vice-president of the PGRSA, authored a think piece giving the
viewpoint that the PGRWG/PGRSA had always embraced the theoretical aspects of plant
growth hormones as well as the applied aspects of plant growth regulators. He stakes out
a more comprehensive role for the PGRSA going forward.
The editor included a tribute to her predecessor Paul Read for his outstanding service as
editor.
The September 1988 record of membership in the PGRSA was given as 783. This
includes 672 individual members, 27 sustaining members, 47 library subscribers and 17
honorary members. Twenty percent of the membership was international.
ACTIVITIES OF THE PGRSA 1989 AND BEYOND
The reader will understand that since 1989, the writer had been following the fortunes of
the PGRSA from afar. As of January 27, 1989 the PGR organization had existed 17 years and
would later in the year hold its 16th annual technical meeting. (There was an organizational
meeting in the year 1973 but annual technical meetings commenced in 1974 in year two of the
life of the organization). It is reasonable then that this writer shift to an even more telegraphic
style in reporting on events in the forward march of the PGRSA. The reader is referred to the
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yearly programs and publications of the Society for more detail. The following comments are
offered only to provide one person’s long-term perspective, mostly from a personal viewpoint.
1989
The 16th Annual Meeting was held August 6-10, 1989 in Arlington, VA and was a
joint meeting with The British Plant Growth Regulator Group.
Dr. Robert Templeton, chairman of the Membership Committee mailed out 4,000
invitations to membership in the PGRSA.
1990
The 17th Annual Meeting was held August 5-9, 1990 in St. Paul, MN.
Following the production of the V. 18, No. 2 April-June, 1990 issue of the PGRSA
Quarterly, the editorship passed from Jeleh Daie to Richard H. Hodgson. At the St.
Paul meeting Anson Cooke retired after 15 years as executive officer of the
organization and was replaced by Hank Cutler. The July-September 1990 issue of the
Quarterly carried a fitting article regarding the passing of Dr. F. W. Went on May 1,
1990. The writer has mentioned earlier his special regard for Dr. Went.
1991
The 18th Annual Meeting was held July 28-August 1, 1991 in Boston, MA. A. R.
Templeton was program chairman and R. M. Devlin was in charge of local
arrangements. Dr. Mark Cathey, Director of the U. S. National Arboretum, was the
keynote speaker.
While overall PGRSA membership had remained high, there had been some slippage
in attendance at annual meetings. A survey of the membership was performed to
help with charting a path forward.
During 1991, business management was transferred from Dave Sirois to Dave Fritz.
As a part of this transfer, the records were examined by a CPA and found to be in
order. At the transfer, the PGRSA had on hand $100,672.90. Clearly the finances
were in good shape.
The first four issues of the PGRSA Quarterly contained 17 peer-reviewed articles, a
mark of success.
1992
The 19th Annual Meeting was held July 17-22, 1992 in San Francisco, CA. Paul
Read served as program chair. Kenneth Dunster handled local arrangements. The
meeting was joint with the Western Plant Growth Regulator Society.
During 1992, several red flags surfaced. Some financial soft spots were noted. These
were due to low attendance at the 1991 meeting, lack of good control over costs
associated with invited speakers and some excessive printing costs. Further, there
was some decrease in the number of articles for the Quarterly. These issues were
similar to ones facing other professional societies. The Steering Committee seemed
alert to these matters.
1993
The 20th Annual Meeting was held August 6-9, 1993 in St. Louis, MO. Louise
Ferguson and Gayle Crisosto served as program co-chairs.
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1994
The 21st Annual Meeting was held August 3-6, 1994 in Portland, OR. Tom
Tworkoski was chairman of the program committee and Eric Curry handled local
arrangements. This meeting was near to the meeting sites of the American Society of
Plant Physiologists and the American Society of Horticultural Science which were
held just before and just after, respectively, the PGRSA meeting.
The Steering Committee moved to survey the membership on its desires re: changing
the word “Regulator” to “Regulation” in the name of the PGRSA.
1995
The 22nd Annual Meeting was held July 18-20, 1995 in Minneapolis, MN. The
meeting was in conjunction with the 15th International Conference on Plant Growth
Substances. There were two joint symposia. Duane Grieve was program chairman.
Gary Gardner was in charge of local arrangements.
At the beginning of 1995, Stephen J. Cutler took over as editor of the PGRSA
Quarterly.
The year 1995 saw somewhat of a turnaround in Society affairs. The financial
situation improved. The Quarterly was put on a more reliable schedule. The record
keeping system was updated.
Over 70% of the membership voted to change the name of the organization to Plant
Growth Regulation Society of America. The intent was to indicate that the Society
embraced theoretical work as well as practical work. Some thought this name change
amounted to a distinction without a difference.
1996
The 23rd Annual Meeting was held July 14-18, 1996 in Calgary, Alberta, Canada in
conjunction with the Japanese Society for the Chemical Regulation of Plants. Tim D.
Davis was program chairman and R. P. Pharis and S. B. Rood managed local
arrangements.
1997
The 24th Annual Meeting was held August 8-12, 1997 in Atlanta, GA jointly with the
German Plant Hormone Working Group. Dr. Joyce Latimer was program chair.
Starting in 1996, the Steering Committee deliberated on the need for the Society to
contract with a commercial entity to provide services. It was estimated that this
would cost $5,000 to $7,000 per year. It was claimed that this move would relieve
PGRSA volunteers of substantial burdens and provide more reliable service and
improved continuity. Other organizations had found this approach effective. By the
end of 1997, this step had been taken. A contract was executed effective December 1,
1997 with Associated Services Group of LaGrange, GA. Mr. Charles Hall of that
organization was designated as the executive secretary for the PGRSA.
1998
The 25th Annual Meeting was held July 7-10, 1998 in Chicago, IL. W. E. Shafer was
program chairman.
During the year, R. T. Dunand assumed the position of business manager from David
Fritz who had served since May 1991. Deep appreciation was expended to David
who helped turned the finances around. The treasury had been depleted by
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obligations to publish a Vegetation Management Handbook at a time when
membership was declining. At the end of 1998, the PGRSA had $125,830 in assets.
In 1998, the Society established a web page. For the first time, a paid executive
secretary was available to assist in Society affairs.
During the year, increasing attention was given to the need to upgrade and utilize the
Operating Procedures Manual. There was discussion on how to maintain interaction
with interests of basic scientists and applied scientists as well as accommodating
Extension personnel, consultants, and others.
1999
The 26th Annual Meeting was held July 11-14, 1999 in Costa Mesa, CA jointly with
the Western Plant Growth Regulator Society. W. R. Chaney was Program Chairman.
During the year there was considerable discussion on how to build PGRSA
membership and on how to encourage more technical papers for the Quarterly. The
ongoing effort to hold joint meetings continues to be productive and it is obvious that
the Society leaders are paying attention to this important matter.
2000
The 27th Annual Meeting was held July 30-August 3, 2000 in Hawaii jointly with the
Japanese Society for the Chemical Regulation of Plants. R. T. Dunand was program
chairman.
In mid-2000, the executive officer position transitioned from H. G. Cutler to T. J.
Tworkoski.
Cutler had been appointed executive officer in 1991 and the July-September 2000
issue of the PGRSA records that he was the second executive officer following Anson
Cooke. In fact he was the third as Cooke followed Upchurch, the first executive
officer. The executive officer’s report authored by Horace D. Cutler and published in
issue No. 4 of the 2000 Quarterly provides a very insightful article on the progress to
date and challenges facing the PGRSA.
In 2000 the Society took note of the passing of long-term PGRSA supporter William
Curtis Wilson.
The 2000 meeting produced a net income of $6280.
2001
The 28th Annual Meeting was held July 1-5, 2001 in Miami Beach, FL. Gary W.
Stutte was program chairman.
Stephen Cutler, having served as editor of the PGRSA Quarterly since 1994, resigned
at the end of 2001. The new editor was Caula Beyl.
In 2000, the PGRSA Quarterly began publishing papers from the International
Alleopathy Society. This was a trial arrangement and after a period of eighteen
months would be evaluated. It appears to be a great opportunity for both
organizations.
The Executive Committee of the PGRSA is shown to consist of the current president,
the past president, the executive officer and the business manager.
While finances of the PGRSA were sound, the size of the membership continued to
be an issue and was reported to be 120. The same report mentions that the
membership in 1984 was 1200, but this seems doubtful. I think the high point not
more than 800.
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During 2001, the first mention of the prospects of an electronic journal format for the
PGRSA Quarterly surfaced.
Membership in 2001 was up slightly to 179.
2002
The 29th Annual Meeting was held July 28-August 1, 2002 in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada. W. A. Mackay was program chairman.
The hired executive secretary was providing excellent service to the PGRSA.
However, the cost of about $7,000/year was a heavy expense and had not been offset
by increased revenue. It appears that the sustaining membership fee could be
increased, but consolidation in the industry was tending to reduce the number of
sustaining members. The cost of the executive secretary had been increased from $19
to $22/hour. The PGRSA leadership was alert to the need to follow finances of the
organization closely. In general, the annual meetings were returning a profit.
2003
The 30th Annual Meeting was held August 3-6, 2003 in Richmond, British Columbia,
Canada jointly with the Japanese Society for Chemical Regulation of Plants. E. A.
Curry was program chairman.
The net assets of the PGRSA as of December 31, 2002 were reported to be $122,655.
Sustaining membership dues were increased to $500/year.
At the Annual Meeting the Steering Committee announced its decision to cease
producing a hard copy of the PGRSA Quarterly as of the end of 2003. In the future
the publication would be available online.
PGRSA ACTIVITIES IN 2004 AND BEYOND
For 2004 and beyond, I do not have all copies of the online version of the PGRSA
Quarterly. An effort is being made to obtain them. In the meantime, I have only the annual
renewal notices and calls for papers at the annual meetings and brief sheets on “The Latest
News”. These latter items are on hand for 2004 and 2005 but not, as yet, for 2006. From these
“News” sheets one gathers that all appears to be well with the Society. The 2004 (31st) Annual
Meeting was held in Charleston, SC, the 2005 (32nd) in New Port Beach, CA, and the 2006 (33rd)
in Ontario, Canada. The Society continues to use a hired executive secretary.
IMPRESSIONS OF THE PGR ORGANIZATION
COVERING 1/3RD OF A CENTURY
These impressions are strictly one person’s viewpoint. They are based on a close
association with the organization in the early years and on a less close relationship in the middle
and recent years.
Over the three plus decades, one records changes due to maturation in the organization
and changes imposed by changing circumstances. Overall the organization has done well. It has
survived and filled a certain void. The membership and the PGR field-at-large have been well
served by the publications and annual meetings. Still, one can always posit ways in which
greater progress could have been made.
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The organization changed its face to the public by the name change from the Plant
Growth Regulator Working Group to the Plant Growth Regulator Society. Subsequently, the
word “Regulator” was changed to “Regulation”. Along the way, the term “chairman” was
changed to “president”. These signs of maturation must be looked upon as positive features.
Some would think of them as cosmetic in nature. Others would claim that they were essential to
keep the organization viable. The truth probably lies somewhere in between. I think it fair to
say that while the changes may have helped to keep the organization functional, they did not
result in major increases in membership or financial standing.
The leadership of the organization took some very important steps in helping the
organization reach into its fourth decade. The various publications of the organization served the
membership well and showed that it had value for the members. Occasionally there was some
delay in issuing the publications, but not more so than expected when volunteers are used. Huge
amounts of personal efforts and dedication were required to produce the publications.
The Annual Meetings were in almost all cases outstanding from a technical exchange
viewpoint, financially, and from a personal satisfaction standpoint. Some could have been better
attended. The moderate size of the meetings promoted much personal interchange and was, no
doubt, crucial to the ongoing well-being of the organization. The leadership provided
outstanding service in holding joint meetings with other small like-minded organizations. This
helped financially and provided significant linkages. The leadership learned that joint meetings
with larger organizations, while having merit, were more challenging.
While never a stated goal, the operations of the organization provided an opportunity for
individuals to try their wings as leaders. Such opportunities are less available in larger
organizations.
In the 1980s and 1990s, the quarterly publications of the organization provided good
input to the membership on the deliberations of the Steering Committee and of the Annual
Business Meetings. Lower marks can be given on this matter before the 1980s and after 2000.
The organization appropriately used the annual program and meeting abstracts to help
give heft to the quarterly publication. Additionally, the use of photos from the Annual Meetings
was an excellent addition to the Quarterly.
My personal opinion is that the organization failed to mount an adequate effort to recruit
more input for the Quarterly. Some of the issues are really skinny. This is not to say that any
member assigned a responsibility was performing poorly. To the contrary, a lot of hard work
and many volunteer hours are in evidence. Still, it is a fact that somehow more input could have
been generated. The leadership saw the need for this, but a more concerted action was needed.
There were certainly many more personal items (promotions, awards, etc.) that could have been
included. There was a huge amount of PGR work being done in the horticultural field. More
reports from this area could have been garnered. Little was included about PGR patents;
whereas, much was available. Much industry work went unreported. The general approach in
scientific organizations is to build on infrastructure and to assume participants will appear. The
organization was reasonably active in recruiting members, but even there more could have been
done. In retrospect, it is clear (to the writer at least) that a more proactive approach to acquiring
members and input for the Quarterly was desired. This in no way downplays the huge efforts
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made by many of the leaders. A few more strong participants were needed. One recalls that a
faint heart seldom wins a fair lady.
In retrospect, it is also clear that in the organization, there was an effective melding of
commercial and academic interests. The commercial input was very important financially. The
industry members kept a reasonably low profile. They could have been looked to for even more
input but at the risk of making the organization unbalanced. As it was, the organization had a
major challenge to link theoretical researchers, applied researchers, academic and commercial
members, and practitioners. In my view, the organization handled the middle area well. It
reached out to those academics interested in plant growth substances, but understandably
penetrated that arena only modestly. Efforts to reach practitioners were never seriously
undertaken. An argument could be made that to reach this arena would be “a bridge too far”.
Still, one can dream that the PGRWG/PGRSA could have sponsored a series of regional
workshops on the practical applications of plant growth regulators. They could have been (and
still can be) hugely successful.
And now the PGRSA has moved largely from the world of print medium to the world of
cyberspace. In the near term, this organization and many others will learn the new rules of
engagement that dictate success, survival, and failure.
The writer remains convinced that there is a huge amount of information and experience
about plant growth regulators that the PGRSA could acquire and pass on to its members. A list
made of types of information that have appeared in the Quarterly would serve to illustrate the
potential. A brainstorming session with a few members could greatly expand the list. All of this
would be easy. The hard, but doable, part would be taking steps to make the information appear
on the doorsteps of the editor. If the PGRSA does not achieve a robust future, my view is that it
will be due to an inadequate grasp of the opportunity to gather and share information which is
abundantly available.
As a late (9 May 2008) addition to organized materials, RPU now provides Addendum
BB (packet entitled "1972 Events Leading up to the Formation of The PGRWG in 1973) and
Addendum CC (packet entitled "WSSA Umbrella Committee"). Further, RPU adds Addendum
DD concerning Names of PGRWG Participants and Dates of PGRWG Documents.

PART V. A COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO PLANT GROWTH
REGULATION - LIST (These documents can be found in the Upchurch Collection at N.C.
State University.)
Copies of the Bulletin/Quarterly included are as follows:
4 issues of the Plant Growth Regulator Bulletin are included for 16 volumes covering the 16
years 1973-1988 with the following exceptions:
Vol. 14, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1986 is missing.
Vol. 14, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1988 is the last issue using the “Bulletin” as a name.
4 issues of the PGRSA Quarterly are included for the years 1989-2003 (Vols. 17-31) with the
following exceptions:
Vol. 22, No. 3 & 4 1994 missing - were they produced?
Vol. 24, No. 2 & 4 1996 missing - were they produced?
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Starting in 2004, the PGRSA Quarterly was available online. Hard copies were not mailed.
RPU obtained a download of Vol. 32 and Vol. 33 (4 issues each) and issues 1 and 2 of Vol. 34
(2006), all of which are included.
Copies of the Personnel Directory Plant Growth Regulation are included as follows:
1974 - 1st Edition published by PGRWG.
1975 - 2nd Edition published by PGRWG.
1977 - 3rd Edition published by PGRWG.
1979 - 4th Edition published by PGRWG.
1989 - Edition not stated, published by PGRSA.
1990 - Edition not stated, published by PGRSA.
1991 - Edition not stated, published by PGRSA.
1999 - Edition not stated, published by PGRSA.
2003 - Edition not stated, published by PGRSA.
Copies of PGR Programs & Abstracts & Proceedings:
1974 - Program.
1974 - Abstracts.
1975 - Program.
1975 - Abstracts.
1976 - Program & Abstracts.
1977 - Program.
1977 - Proceedings.
1978 - Proceedings.
1979 - Proceedings.
1980 - Proceedings.
1981 - Program.
1982 - Not in RPU files.
1983 - Program.
1984 - Not in RPU files.
1985 - Program.
1986 - Program.
1987 - Program.
1988 - Program.
Copies of Special Publications:
Plant Growth Regulation Handbook - 2nd Ed. 1981.
Copies of Key Reference Documents:
Book - Plant Growth Substances, Folke Skoog, Univ. of Wisconsin Press 1951.
Plant Growth Regulators, John W. Mitchell, The USDA Yearbook of Agriculture 1943-1947.
Plant Growth Regulators, Machi F. Dilworth, The USDA 1986 Yearbook of Agriculture.
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Agricultural Chemistry, Donald E. H. Frear, Editor, 1950, D. van Nostrand Co., Inc. - Chapter
XIII. - Plant Hormones and Other Regulatory Factors by J. van Overbeck, pg. 422-463.
Formation, Occurrence, and Inactivation of Growth Substance by Paul Larsen, pg. 169-198. In
Ann. Review of Plant Physiology, Vol. 2, 1951.
List of Articles to appear in Vol. 3, 1952, issue of Ann. Review of Plant Physiology - Note
several articles on PGR.
Jealotts Hill - Fifty Years of Agricultural Research 1928-1978, Edited by F. C. Peacock, Chapter
7. The GIBBERELLINS.

PART VI. RPU COMMENTARY (IF ANY) ON DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO PLANT
GROWTH REGULATION
PGRSA Bulletin/Quarterly.
V. 1, No. 1, JAN-MAR, 1973.
V. 1, No. 2, APR-JUN, 1973.
Report of 7 FEB 1973 Meeting.
Memo to Potential Members.
Bus. Min.
Proposed Program of Activities.
P.W. Morgan appointed as Liaison for Amer. Society of Plant Physiology.
C.A. Kust appointed as Liaison for WSSA.
V. 1, No. 3, JUL-SEP 1973.
P.W. Morgan - ASPP Liaison gives report.
RPU Liaison with Amer. Chem. Soc. Div. Of Pesticide Chemistry gives report.
RPU attended their meeting in Chicago, 27-31 AUG 1973.
Plans firm to hold PGRWG meeting jointly with WSSA, 12-14 FEB 1974.
Las Vegas, NV. Send letter & abstracts to RPU by 15 OCT 1973.
PGRWG members voted to Incorporate.
52 new PGRWG members added.
Letter to Editor - R. J. Weaver.
V. 1, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1973.
Article by RPU.
PGRWG News.
S.W. Wittwer to address 1974 meeting.
Book “Plant Growth Regulators in Agriculture” by R. J. Weaver reviewed by
J.C. Graham.
Membership now 319; Titles for 1974 meeting listed.
V. 2, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1974.
1974 Meeting - 185 registrants, 45 papers.
RPU addressed meeting.
400 names for Directory.
IRS grants 501(c)(3) status.
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V. 2, No. 2 APR-JUN 1974.
Charter membership kept open to 14 MAR 1974 - 433 members enrolled.
PGRWG - Activities.
RPU Article - From 1974 Las Vegas Meeting.
V. 2, No. 3 SEP 1974.
PGRWG - News.
V. 3, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1975.
PGRWG - News.
V. 3, No. 2 APR-JUN 1973.
PGRWG - News.
Details on Chicago Meeting 27-29 AUG 1975.
R.L. Wain, Prof. Wye College, Univ. of London was featured speaker - Joint
Luncheon.
V. 3, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1975.
PGRWG - News.
V. 3, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1975.
P.C. Hamm - article.
V. 4, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1976.
Article by RPU - 1976 Min 11-13 Aug; 1976 Baton Rouge, LA with ASNS.
V. 4, No. 2 APR-JUN 1976.
Includes list of PGRWG members.
V. 4, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1976.
1976 Election Results.
Article by W. S. Hillman of Brookhaven Nat’l Lab. 4, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1976.
9th Int. Plant Growth Substances - Switzerland.
V. 5, No. 2 APR-JUN 1977.
Sylvan H. Wittwer to be speaker at Hot Springs, AR., PGRWG Min. 9-11 AUG 1977
V. 5, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1977.
Fourth Meeting - BIG SUCCESS.
New Officers.
V. 5, No. 2 OCT-DEC 1977.
Features A. Cooke & RPU.
PGRWG Noted.
V. 6, No. 2 APR-JUN 1978.
#5 VA Meeting. (& 6 other Societies) 25-29 JUN 1978. PGR Officers.
V. 7, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1979.
Report on 6th Meeting., Las Vegas.
Election.
Major article by Page Morgan. Generally Upbeat.
V. 7, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1979.
Announce Tech Reports Section.
V. 8, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1980.
Two Good “Technical” Reports - Articles actually.
V. 8, No. 2 APR-JUN 1980.
PGR Committees.
V. 8, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1980.
Dallas Meeting. Highlights 13-16 JUL 1980.
V. 9, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1981.
St. Petersburg Meeting. - BEST EVER - Now PGRWG = PGRSA.
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V. 10, No. 2 APR-JUN 1982.
Details on upcoming CA meeting.
Includes a Symposium on Senescence.
V. 10, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1987.
Report on CA Meeting & new Officers & Committees.
V. 11, No. 2 APR-JUN 1983.
Rpt. On 10th Meeting - East Lansing.
RPU attended.
V. 11, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1983.
PGRSA - Officers.
V. 12, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1984.
Report on 11th Meeting - Boston.
V. 13, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1985.
Review of 12th PGRSA Meeting - Boulder, CO.
V. 13, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1985.
Search for LOGO.
V. 14, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1986.
Report on 1986 Meeting - FL.
V. 15, No. 4 OCT-NOV 1987.
Report on 1987 joint PGRSA & JSCRP Meeting - Honolulu, HI.
V. 16, No. 2 APR-JUN 1988.
Tribute to Wilsons.
V. 16, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1988.
Editor transition - (Read - Daie).
This is the last issue of the “Bulletin” as under the new Editor, Dr. Jaleh Daie, it
morphs into a “Quarterly” which is a journal.
[The OCT-DEC 1979, V. 7, No. 4 announced there would henceforth be a “Technical Reports”
section. This move was fairly successful as thereafter an average of about 2 such reports
appeared in each issue].
V. 16, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1988.
The first issue of the Quarterly. An excellent transition article. Items:
Article on Trends & Priorities - Daie.
Viewpoint - Davenport.
Re: Paul Read - Daie.
PGR Committees.
Distribution of Membership ( 763).
Logo appears on this issue of the Quarterly.
[Starting under PGRSA - Quarterly V . 17, NO. 1 JAN-MAR 1989. The “Quarterly” supersedes
the “Bulletin” which was established in 1973 and published in 16 volumes until JUL 1988 (V.
16, NO. 3). The shift to the “Quarterly” was beginning with V. 16, No. 4, 1988. The numbering
system continued uninterrupted. The intent is to make the PGRSA publication “rank in league
with other society publications”. Editor Jaleh Daie with 3 Associate Editors. Abstracts are
welcomed. D. L. Sirois - Bus. Mgr.
16th Meeting Due 6-10 AUG 1989, Arlington, VA. 1st joint Meeting with British Plant Growth
Regulator Group.].
V. 17, No. 2 APR-JUN 1989.
4000 invitations to membership sent out.
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V. 17, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1989.
28 PGRSA Sustaining Members listed.
V. 18, No. 2 APR-JUN 1990.
At end of this issue editorship goes from Jaleh Daie (F) to R. H. Hodgson.
V. 18, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1990.
Includes Program for 17th Annual Meeting 5-9 AUG 1990, St. Paul, MN.
Pg. 132 - Memorial to F. W. Went who died 1 MAY 1990.
V. 18, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1990.
President’s Message, pg. 211 & Business Meeting & Steering Comm. Report,
pgs. 215, 216, 217, 218.
Anson Cooke departs & Hank Cutter takes over as Exec. Off. Anson thanked for
15 years of service.
V. 19, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1991.
Announcement 18th Annual PGRSA Meeting scheduled for Boston, MA, 28 JUL1 AUG 1991.
V. 19, No. 2 APR-JUN 1991.
The tentative Program for Boston Meeting presented and several other items of
interest:
Article on Keynote speaker Marc Cathey.
Article on Western Plant Growth Regulator Soc.
Review article by Robert V. Osgood.
Notes - pgs. 124 - 125.
V. 19, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1991.
Includes detailed Program and Abstracts for 1991 Meeting in Boston.
& Summary of membership survey.
New PGRSA publication - Chemical Vegetation Management Table of Contents given.
Item on British Soc. for PGR.
V. 19, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1991.
President’s article.
Steering Committee Minutes.
1992 Meeting Announcement.
V. 20, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1992.
President’s article.
Editor’s article.
Memorials - C. A. Stutte & J. W. Mitchell.
V. 20, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1992.
Program for 1992 (San Francisco) Meeting presented
(Joint with Japanese Society for Chemical Regulation of Plants
and Western Plant Growth Regulator Society) & Abstracts for 1992 Meeting.
V. 20, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1992.
President’s article.
Steering Committee Minutes.
V. 21, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1993.
List of Steering Comm.
Editor’s article.
V. 21, No. 2 APR-JUN 1993.
Article on Stewart Company.
PGRSA Officers & Committees.
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V. 21, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1993.
Program & Abstracts for 1993 Meeting (St. Louis) 6-9 AUG 1993.
V. 21, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1993.
Two President’s articles.
Steering Committee Minutes.
V. 22, No. 1 JAN-JUN 1994.
Includes Program & Abstracts for 1994 Meeting, Portland, OR 3-6-AUG.
PGRSA Officers & Committees.
Steering Committee Minutes.
V. 23, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1995.
Editor’s article - Cutler takes over.
V. 23, No. 2 APR-JUN 1995.
Includes Program & Abstracts for 1995 Meeting, Minneapolis, MN
18-20 JUL 1995.
V. 23, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1995.
Steering Comm. Minutes 17 JUL 1995.
20 JUL 1995.
Minutes Business Meeting 20 JUL 1995.
Awards.
Editor’s article.
V. 23, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1995.
Membership List - Regular & Sustaining (36) & Libraries.
V. 24, No. 1 & 2 JAN-JUN 1996.
Presents Program & Abstracts 1996 Meeting, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
(Joint with Japanese Society for Chemical Regulation of Plants).
Minutes Steering Committee -9 DEC 1995.
V. 25, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1997.
Steering Committee list.
V. 25, No. 2 APR-JUN 1997.
1997 Program & Abstracts, Atlanta, GA Meeting 8-12-AUG.
Minutes.
V. 25, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1997
Minutes Steering Committee.
V. 26, No. 1 JAN-MAR 1998.
Minutes Steering Committee, 13 DEC 1997.
V. 26, No. 2 APR-JUN 1998.
New Business Manager.
Steering Committee Minutes.
Sustaining Members breakfast.
Minutes - Business Meeting.
Steering Committee list.
V. 26, No. 4 OCT-DEC 1998.
Minutes - Steering Committee - 12 SEP 1999.
(Third Annual?)
V. 27, No. 2 APR-JUN 1999.
Program & Abstracts 26th Meeting 11-14 JUL 1999.
Costa Mesa, CA. Joint with Western Plant Growth Regulator Society.
Minutes.
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V. 27, No. 3 JUL-SEP 1999.
Minutes.
V. 28, No. 1 JAN-MAR 2000.
Minutes - Steering Committee - 10 Dec 1999.
V. 28, No. 2 APR-JUN 2000.
Program & Abstracts 27th Meeting Hawaii (Joint with Japanese Society for the
Chemical Regulation of Plants). Tribute to W. C. Wilson.
V. 28, No. 3 JUL - SEP 2000.
New Executive Officer.
V. 28, No. 4 OCT - DEC 2000.
Minutes.
Exec. Officer Report.
Minutes Business Meeting.
V. 29, No. 1 JAN - MAR 2001.
Minutes.
V. 29 No. 2 APR - JUN 2001.
28th Ann. Meeting Program & Abstracts.
Miami Beach, FL 1-5 JUL 2001.
Editor changes.
Re IAP.
V. 29, No. 3 JUL - SEP 2001.
Minutes.
V. 29, No. 4 OCT - DEC 2001.
News items.
Steering Committee 2001-2002.
V. 30, No. 1 JAN-MAR 2002.
Minutes.
Memorial A. R. Templeton.
V. 30, No. 2 APR - JUN 2002.
Program & Abstracts for 29th Ann. Meeting 28 JUL - 1 AUG 2002,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
V. 30, No. 3 JUL - SEP 2002.
Minutes.
Steering Committee 2002-2003.
V. 30, No. 4 OCT -DEC 2002.
New items.
V. 31, No. 2 APR-JUN 2003.
Program & Abstracts 30th Ann. Meeting
PGRSA & Japanese Society for Chemical Regulators of Plants
3 - 6 AUG 2003, Richmond, British Columbia, Canada.
V. 31, Nos. 3 & 4 JUL - DEC 203.
Minutes.
Steering Committee Membership 2003-2004.
COMMENTARY ON DIRECTORIES:
1974 Probably produced by RPU - need to verify.
(Return address is to RPU).
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1975 Format same as 1974.
Contains 881 names vs. 361 for 1974.
Return address - RPU.
1977 Format same as earlier.
Includes 1167 names.
For 1975 Membership exceeded 600.
Return address - RPU.
1979 Format same as earlier.
New cover.
Preface by J. T. Cothner - ED.
Includes 1586 names.
Membership of British Plant Growth Regulator Group included - pg. 72.
Descriptive Statement.
1989 New Format - Produced by Siros.
Purpose.
Articles of Inc. & Bylaws.
Committee.
1990 By Siros - Format same as 1989.
Committees.
1991 By Siros - Format same as 1989.
Committees.
Sustainers.
1999 A stripped-down version.
1st page.
2003 Produced by Exec. Sec. Charles T. Hall, Jr.
COMMENTARY ON PROGRAMS & ABSTRACTS:
1974 Program - With WSSA 12-14 FEB 1974
Las Vegas, NV.
1974 Abstracts - Probably produced by RPU - Verify.
1975 Program - 27-29 AUG 1975, Chicago with
Pesticide Div. - Amer. Chem. Soc.
1975 Abstracts - Probably produced by RPU - Verify.
1974 Theme - Let Us Begin.
1975 Theme - Let Us Grow.
1976 Program & Abstracts 11-13 AUG 1976, Baton Rouge, LA with
Amer. Soc. Hort. Science.
Abstract book has return address Environmental Horticulture, Univ. CA - Davis.
1977 Program - 9-11AUG 1979, Hot Springs, AR.
1977 Proceedings - 367 pages.
Insightful article by Sylvan H. Wittwer.
1978 Proceedings - 293 pages.
VPI 25-29 JUN 1978 - 5th Meeting.
Editor Dr. M. Abdel-Rahman.
Note some poster sessions.
Agway Printing Dept. helped with layout.
1979 Proceedings 6th Meeting 20-24 AUG 1979, Las Vegas -6 pages.
Editor - Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Rahman.
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1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Proceedings 7th Meeting Dallas 13 - 17 JUL - 215 pages.
PGRWG Program 4th Meeting 3 - 6 AUG 1981, St. Petersburg, FL.
Program - Not Found.
Program 10th Meeting, East Lansing, MI, 19-23 JUN 1983.
Not Found.
Program 12th Meeting, Boulder, CO, 28 JUL - 1 AUG 1985.
Program 13th Meeting, 3-7 AUG 1984, St. Petersburg Beach, FL.
Program 14th Meeting, 2-6 AUG 1987, Honolulu, HI. Joint with JCCRP.
Program 15th Meeting, 31 JUL - 4 AUG 1988., San Antonio, TX.

COMMENTARY ON SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS:
PGR Handbook - 2nd Ed. 1981.
COMMENTARY ON KEY REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
Skoog’s book - Obtained by RPU NOV 1951.
Illustrates the historical & current status of subject - at the academic level & RPU interest
at this time - not with knowledge that in 1972 RPU would originate the PGRWG.
This book edited by Skoog is fascinating to scan in SEP 2006.
Some observations:
Haagen-Smit - In 1930 50 papers on plant growth substances. In 1980
several hundred each year. Gives credit to members but shows there
were hints of plant hormones for previous 70 years.
Pictures of the “SAINTS” of plant hormones.
Went’s article re: his historic discovery & his closing paragraph on pg. 78 which I called “Poetry” when I first read it.
Zimmerman. Gave some ideas on practical application.
There are 4 chapters on the Practical Application of Plant Growth Regulators:
#1 K. C. Barrons of Dow - I knew him well - Weed Control.
#2 R. S. Dunham - Weed Control.
#3 F. E. Gardner - Tree Fruits.
#4 J. van Overbeek - Growth Substances - Tropical Ag.
PGR Article by John W. Mitchell - Yearbook of Agriculture 1943-1947, pg 256.
He reports on some of the very early work on 2,4-D used as an herbicide and on
various other chemicals for uses in plant production.
Plant Growth Regulators, Machi F. Dilworth - in USDA Yearbook of Agriculture. Lists
five classes of plant growth hormones - a pitch for more basic research - auxins,
gibberellins, cytokinins, abscisic acid & ethylene.
Agricultural Chemistry - A Reference Text by D. N. Frear, 1950.
Chapter on Plant Hormones and Other Regulatory Factors - J. van Overbeek Shell Oil Co., Ag. Laboratory, Modesto, CA.
Gives a good history lesson.
Teats Chemistry, Physiology..
Annual Review of Plant Physiology, V. 2, 1951.
Includes a chapter by Paul Larson of Dept. Bot., Univ. of Chicago on
“Formation, Occurrence, and Inactivation of Growth Substances”.
Actually just another theoretical article.
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Annual Review of Plant Physiology, V. 2.
Announces several articles of interest to appear in V. 3 as follows
Growth Substances - J. Bonner.
Agricultural Application of Growth Regulators and their
Physiological Basis - J. van Oberbeek.
Jealott’s Hill - Fifty Year of Agricultural Research.
1928-1978 - F. C. Peacock.
Reports on ICI’s interest in commercial aspects of growth substances in
Chapter 7 The Gibberillins Report that in 1930s W. G. Templeman and
W.A. Sexton worked together. They learned of Japanese work starting
in 1939 but not revealed until 1952. Much Gibberillins work done and
there were many near commercial applications. Work of R. J. Weaver on
grapes. In 1958 S. H. Wittwer and M. J. Bukovac published an article on
the effects of gibberellins on economic crops.

PART VII. PLANT GROWTH REGULATION CHRONOLOGICAL FILE
As of May 13, 2008 a collection of documents regarding The Plant Growth Regulator
Working Group organized by years is being transferred to The Upchurch Collection at N. C.
State University. Some, but not all, of the documents are listed below. In a few cases Robert
Phillip Upchurch has retained copies for his use.
1972
1. 1972 Events in WSSA - re: Umbrella Society 61 pages.
2. 1972 Acceptance Letters re: Service on WSSA Umbrella Study Committee - 13 pages.
1973
1. Original handwritten Memorandum by Robert Phillip Upchurch dated January 27, 1973
creating the Plant Growth Regulator Working Group.
2. December 15, 1973 Status Report.
3. Other 1973 PGRWG related documents.
1974
PGRWG Membership List - 1974
PGRWG Finances - several documents.
Other miscellaneous documents.
1975
Plans for Meeting with ASHS in 1976.
Finances - 1974 report; 1975 projection.
1975 Financial projection.
1976
Finances.
Re: 1976 Meeting.
Details of Meeting with ASHS.
Details re: PGR Abstracts - England.
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1977
Anson Cooke becomes Executive Officer replacing RPU, 10 AUG 1977.
1978
Blacksburg Meeting.
Notes of Steering Committee Meeting 25 JUN 1978 - Blacksburg.
Notes of Steering Committee Meeting 9 FEB 1978.
1979
Plans re: Las Vegas Meeting.
1977 Elections.
1980
Appreciation expressed to Ed Sullivan.
1981
Re: 1981 Meeting Plans - Monterey, CA.
1982
Re: 1982 Meeting - RPU attended and gave talk - East Lansing, MI.
1983
Cothren, President PGRSA writes to thank RPU for presentation at 10th Meeting; RPU
responds.
1984-2007
Yearly mailings re: membership programs, meetings, elections, etc.
RPU continues as member but no longer active.
2008
Details re: 35th Meeting, 3-7 AUG 2008, San Francisco, CA.
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ADDENDA LISTED IN THE PGR DIGITAL DOCUMENT 24 Sept. 2013
A. Memo dated September 24, 1972 to WSSA Executive Committee, from Robert Phillip
Upchurch (RPU), re: Umbrella Society.
B. Memo dated November 6, 1972, to Umbrella Society Study Committee, from RPU.
C. Memo dated November 6, 1972, to Dr. Jerry Weber, from RPU.
D. Memo dated December 7, 1972 to Umbrella Society Study Committee from Jerry Weber.
E. Memo dated December 17, 1972 to Jerry Weber, from RPU, (a typed version provided to
NCSU)
F. Memo dated November 19, 1972 to RPU, from Ellery Knake and Memo dated
November 26, 1972 to Knake from RPU.
G. Letter dated December 28, 1972 to Weber, from Professor L.G. Holm.
H. Letter dated January 7, 1973 to Weber, from RPU.
I. Letter dated January 16, 1973 to Weber and RPU, from Holm.
J. Memo dated February 26, 1973, to Umbrella Society Study Committee, from Weber.
K. Memo dated January 28, 1973, to Individuals Interested in Plant Growth Regulators, from
the Organizing Committee, Aitken, Buchanan, and Upchurch. Handwritten.
L. Memo dated January 28, 1973 and distributed February 7, 1973, to Individuals Interested
in Plant Growth Regulators, from the Organizing Committee, Aitken, Buchanan, and
Upchurch. Typed.
M. Memo dated January 28, 1973 to J.B. Aitken, from RPU.
N. Report of Discussion Session on Plant Growth Regulators, dated February 7, 1973.
O. Minutes of Business Meeting, Plant Growth Regulator Working Group, dated
February 7, 1973.
P. Proposed Program of Activities, dated February 3, 1973
Q. Minutes of PGRWG Steering Committee, dated February 7, 1973.
R. Press Release dated March 5, 1973, entitled, "Plant Growth Regulator Group Formed."
S. Memo dated April 18, 1973, to Steering Committee, from RPU, re: Manual of Operating
Procedures.
T. Certificate of Incorporation, Plant Growth Regulator Working Group, dated October 5,
1973, by the Secretary of State of Missouri.
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U. Letter dated March 6, 1974 from District Director, Internal Revenue Service, to
PGRWG, re: 501(c)(3) tax exemption.
V. Memo dated March 16, 1974, to Sullivan and Neidermyer, from RPU, re: Membership
and Subscriber Lists.
W. Memo dated November 26, 1974, to RPU, from W.L. Barrentine, re: Symposium on
New Pesticide Developments for the American Chemical Society Southeast.
X. Descriptive Statement, version C-6, applicable to the operational year 1975-1976.
Y. Memo dated February 18, 1975, to PGRWG Steering Committee, from RPU, re: 1974
Financial Report and Proposed 1975 Budget.
Z. Letter dated August 18, 1976, to RPU, from Dick Beeler, editor of Agrichemical Age.
AA. Letter dated April 19, 1976, to PGRWG, from Internal Revenue Service, re: final
certification.
BB. Packet entitled, "1972 Events Leading up to the Formation of the PGRWG in 1973."
CC. Packet entitled, "WSSA Umbrella Committee."
DD. Names of PGRWG Participants and Dates of PGRWG Documents.
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POST SCRIPT - September 24, 2013
Given that some of the 30 addenda mentioned in the digital narrative are especially important in
understanding the events pertaining to the creation of a PGR organization, selected ones have
been scanned and attached. A list of the scanned items and commentary on them follows.
Addendum K, Memorandum to: Individuals Interested in Plant Growth Regulators, by J.B.
Aitken, G.A. Buchanan, R.P. Upchurch, January 27, 1973.
Commentary: As president of the Weed Science Society of America, I had worked hard
in the fall of 1972 and in early January, 1973 to explore the option that WSSA might
expand its mantle to involve an umbrella society with WSSA and a plant growth
regulator society being included under the umbrella. Along the way, it became clear that
this approach was not to be successful. In the process, I had gained an appreciation of a
cadre of associates who seemed to be open to someone taking the lead in forming a PGR
organization. Although I did not have perfect credentials for this venture, I had a
penchant toward being a leader of organizations. I felt the moment was ripe for the
creation of a PGR entity. Phone calls to colleagues Buchanan and Aitken confirmed that
they would join with me in forming a PGR organization. With this background, I crossed
the Rubicon by preparing the January 27, 1973 memorandum which appears in
handwritten form as Addendum K. I proudly submit the handwritten version as
testimony to what impact a single individual, supported by a couple of trusted associates,
can bring about. Our vision and willingness to lay our reputations on the line has been
validated by the continued vitality of the organization now existing after forty years.
Addendum L, Typed version of K used as a document to inform others of a meeting to be held
on February 7, 1973.
Addendum N, Report of the Initial Discussion Session Re: Formation of a PGR Organization
held on February 7, 1973.
Commentary: This session was sponsored by the PGR organizing committee of Aitken,
Buchanan, and Upchurch, which took the position that the PGRWG had been formed on
January 27, 1973. The meeting was designed to inform potential members of the nature
of the organization and to invite individuals to join. That the meeting was held at the
same time and place of the 1973 WSSA annual meeting facilitated good attendance.
Voices heard at the meeting endorsed the action of the organizers to create the PGRWG.
After one hour, there was an announcement of a short break to allow those interested to
join the new organization. Following a thirty minute break, a new session was gaveled
into order to allow the newly minted members of the PGRWG to take action.
Addendum O, Minutes of the PGRWG Business Meeting held at 9:30 p.m. on February 7, 1973.
Commentary: A proposed program of activities was presented to the PGRWG
membership, this being the first official meeting of members. A series of actions were
taken including the election of a five-member steering committee. The session ended at
10:00 p.m.
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Addendum P, Proposed Program of Activities as Provided to the Meeting of Members held at
9:30 p.m. on February 7, 1973.
Addendum Q, Minutes of the PGRWG Steering Committee held at 11:00 p.m. on February 7,
1973.
Commentary: The Steering Committee elected officers with Upchurch as Chairman,
Devlin as Vice Chairman, Buchanan as Secretary, Aitken as Business Manager, and
Neidermyer as Editor. The chairman was directed to proceed on a number of initiatives.
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